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Abstract—Differential power processing (DPP) has been
proved effective in many applications. This paper explores
a series voltage compensator (SVC) architecture for voltage
regulation of differential power processing (DPP) systems. An
SVC is connected in series between the input dc bus and the
DPP system to compensate for the voltage difference. It only
processes a fraction of the overall power. The inclusion of an SVC
changes the power flow of the DPP system and changes the loss
distribution. We theoretically investigated the SVC power rating
and the additional power conversion stress that SVC brings to the
DPP converter, and identified the operating conditions in which
an SVC is attractive or not compared to a conventional DPP
pre-regulation converter that has to process the full power. Our
analysis provides insights into system design and control strategy
of SVC-DPP topologies. To validate the principles of SVC, a buck
SVC is designed and applied to a 10-port DPP converter. The
buck SVC can efficiently convert an input voltage ranging from
50 V to 65 V into a regulated 50 V for the DPP system. The
size of the SVC is only 20% of the DPP converter, and the peak
efficiency of the SVC-DPP system achieves 98.8%.

Index Terms—differential power processing, voltage regulation,
partial power processing, battery management systems, photo-
voltaic systems, data center power management

I. INTRODUCTION

Differential power processing (DPP) is a promising power
delivery solution for a wide range of applications. DPP
systems were initially developed for series battery systems
as active equalization circuits [2]–[8]. Similar circuits were
later applied to photovoltaic (PV) systems in order to manage
current mismatch and achieve maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) for series-connected PV cells [9]–[15]. Recently, DPP
architecture has also been utilized to reduce power conversion
stages for many emerging dc systems such as servers and
telecom loads in data centers [16], [17] and multi-processor
systems [18]. In a DPP system, power converters only process
a small fraction of the total power, yielding greatly improved
system efficiency and reduced size [19].

One challenge for DPP system design is to regulate the
stacked string voltage. In DPP systems where the series loads
are directly connected to the input dc bus, the stacked DPP
string voltage is fixed to the input dc bus voltage. The tightly-
coupled load voltage and bus voltage might deteriorate system
performance. In PV systems, for example, the voltage to
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Fig. 1. A series voltage compensator (SVC) leveraging the partial power
processing concept for voltage regulation of DPP systems. SVC only processes
a fraction of total power. Major power is directly delivered to the DPP loads.

achieve MPPT for each PV string varies due to illuminance
difference. Directly connecting multiple PV strings to the dc
bus forces different PV strings to share the same string voltage,
lowering the overall power generation. In other cases such as
servers in data centers, the dc bus voltage in a server rack
may change between 48 V to 54 V, whereas the IT equipment
needs precisely regulated voltage (e.g., 24 V, 12 V, or 5 V)
to function properly. An input regulation stage that decouples
the series domain voltage from the dc bus voltage is needed
and is the main focus of this paper.

The most straightforward way of implementing an input
voltage regulator is to design a standalone front-end dc-dc
converter. In this case, however, the front-stage dc-dc converter
processes the full load power, reducing the benefits gained
from differential power processing and limiting the overall
system efficiency and power density that can be achieved.
An alternative way is to regulate the DPP string voltage
through partial power processing. The partial power processing
concept was initially found in PV applications [20]–[22].
Similar topologies such as sigma converter [23] and composite
converter [24] were proposed later. These topologies can be
generally classified into two categories: input-parallel-output-
series (IPOS) structure and input-series-output-parallel struc-
ture (ISOP) [25], [26]. Usually, in partial power converters,
major power is directly delivered to the loads. The direct power
has no impact on the size or losses of power converters [27]–
[29]. Some partial power converters might deliver the majority
of power through a high-efficiency fixed-ratio dc-dc conversion
stage to minimize the cost of size or losses. Consequently, only
a fraction of power (i.e., partial power) is processed by the
voltage regulation stage, contributing to power rating reduction
and efficiency improvement [30], [31].

Leveraging the partial power processing concept, a vari-
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ety of series voltage compensators (SVCs) for voltage pre-
regulation in DPP systems are investigated and compared in
this paper. Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of an SVC.
Different from a standalone voltage pre-regulator, the SVC
converter is in effect connected in series with the DPP loads,
compensating for the voltage difference between the input
dc bus and stacked DPP loads. The negative terminals of
the input and output ports of SVC are tied to the middle
of the stacked loads, leading to a decreased voltage rating.
Therefore, SVC only processes a fraction of the overall system
power and delivers it to the top few voltage domains. A
majority of the power is directly delivered to the DPP loads.
The topologies presented in [32]–[34] are a subset of the
SVC family investigated in this paper. We generalize these
topologies and perform a systematic analysis on the power
rating and the additional power conversion stress that SVC
brings to DPP converters. To validate the theoretical analysis,
a buck SVC topology was designed and tested with a 10-port
ac-coupled DPP converter which drives a 10×60 LED array.
The prototype SVC also provides soft-start and fault protection
functions to the system. It can regulate the DPP string voltage
at 50 V when the input dc bus voltage ranges from 50 V to
65 V. The peak system efficiency is 98.8%.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces the working principles of SVC and analyzes
the additional power conversion stress it brings to the system.
Section III analyzes several SVC circuits and compares their
component stress and voltage regulation ranges. Section IV
presents the design of a buck SVC and a 10-port DPP
converter, including the converter power ratings and control
strategy for voltage regulation. Experimental results are pro-
vided in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. POWER PROCESSING ANALYSIS OF SVC

As shown in Fig. 1, an SVC converter is a modified dc-
dc converter with unique input/output terminal configurations
to take advantage of partial power processing. The input and
output negative terminals of the SVC converter are connected
to the middle of the stacked loads. In this way, the SVC current
rating is the same as the overall system, but its voltage rating
is only a portion of the system voltage rating. Therefore, the
SVC converter processes a fraction of the total system power
and can have much lower power loss and component size
compared to a standalone dc-dc regulator. Although the SVC
converter only processes a portion of the system power, it may
increase the power conversion stress of the DPP converters. As
indicated in Fig. 2, the SVC only delivers power to the top few
voltage domains, creating additional power imbalance which
needs to be handled by the DPP converter.

The main purpose of this paper is to identify the operating
conditions in which an SVC is attractive or not compared
to a conventional DPP pre-regulation converter that has to
process the full power as shown in Fig. 3. Both the SVC
power conversion stress and the additional stress introduced
by the SVC to the DPP are considered in this comparison.
The operation boundaries for SVC to achieve lower overall
system stress than a traditional DPP pre-regulation converter
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Fig. 3. Conventional voltage pre-regulator for DPP system. In contrast, the
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are derived. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the
first systematic analysis of the impact of SVC on DPP.

A. SVC Processed Power

Fig. 2 labels the voltage and current ratings of an SVC.
Assume the DPP system comprises N series voltage domains,
and the negative terminals of the input and output ports of the
SVC are tied to the negative terminal of the Kth domain with
voltage as N−K

N VDPP , the power processed by the SVC is

PSV C =

(
VIN −

N −K
N

VDPP

)
IIN . (1)

To quantify the benefits of partial power processing, the SVC
processed power is normalized to the total system input power
and is denoted as ρSV C :

ρSV C =

(
VIN − N−K

N VDPP

)
IIN

VINIIN
= 1− (1−Ks)Mv. (2)

Here, Mv = VDPP

VIN
is the voltage regulation ratio; Ks = K

N is
the ratio of the SVC-tied voltage domain to the overall number
of voltage domains. The SVC converters discussed herein are
non-inverting converters and their input or output polarity does
not flip during the operation. Thus, the input voltage (VIN )
should be larger than the negative terminal voltage of the Kth

domain (N−KN VDPP ). As a result, the feasible range for Mv

is: Mv <
1

1−Ks
.

Fig. 4 plots the normalized SVC power as a function of
the voltage regulation ratio with different values of Ks. If
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Fig. 4. Normalized SVC processed power ρSV C as a function of voltage
regulation ratio Mv . Ks = K

N
is the ratio of SVC-tied voltage domain to the

overall number of voltage domains. If K = 1 and N is very large, Ks → 0
and ρSV C = 0 at Mv = 1. When Ks → 1, SVC behaves like a standalone
dc-dc regulator and ρSV C is a constant one. Each curve is plotted only within
its feasible range: Mv <

1
1−Ks

.

Fig. 5. Normalized additional DPP processed power ρDPP as a function of
the voltage regulation ratio Mv .

K = 1 and N is very large, Ks → 0 and ρSV C = 0 at
Mv = 1, indicating that the SVC is not processing power.
When Ks → 1, the output of SVC is almost directly attached
to the entire DPP series voltage domains. In this case, the
SVC becomes a conventional standalone dc-dc regulator, and
ρSV C becomes one, as shown in Fig. 4. ρSV C will increase
as Mv decreases in both buck region (Mv < 1) and boost
region (1 < Mv <

1
1−Ks

), but it will be always less than one,
indicating that the SVC processed power is always less than
the total load power. As Ks increases, the voltage regulation
range in the boost region will be larger, but the SVC voltage
rating will also increase, resulting in a higher ρSV C .

B. Additional Differential Power

In DPP systems, power converters work to balance the
differential power among the series domains. SVC that only
delivers power to the top few voltage domains will cause
power imbalance among the series domains and bring ad-
ditional power conversion stress to the DPP system. DPP
converters need to cope with both the inherent power mismatch

Mv=0.5

Fig. 6. Normalized total SVC incurred power processing ρtot = ρSV C +
ρDPP as a function of the voltage regulation ratio Mv .

TABLE I
SVC INCURRED POWER PROCESSING IN BUCK AND BOOST REGION

Buck Operation Region Boost Operation Region
(Mv < 1) (1 < Mv <

1
1−Ks

)

ρSV C 1− (1−Ks)Mv 1− (1−Ks)Mv

ρDPP (1−Ks)(1−Mv) (1−Ks)(Mv − 1)

ρtot (2−Ks)− (2− 2Ks)Mv Ks

of the series domains and the power imbalance caused by
SVC. This subsection quantitatively analyzes the additional
differential power in a fully-coupled DPP architecture [37],
where there is a direct power flow path between any two
voltage domains. The analytical framework can be further
extended to other DPP architectures (e.g., ladder DPP [5],
[12]–[14]) with indirect power delivery paths.

Differential power flow in DPP systems is determined by
power distribution across series voltage domains, which is dy-
namic and unpredictable [37], [38]. For a well-designed DPP
system, however, load powers of different voltage domains
are expected to be close by average [17]. Thus, we analyze
the average increased differential power caused by SVC by
assuming a uniform load power across all series domains. In
this case, the average summed load power of top K voltage
domains is K

N PIN , and the power that SVC delivered to the
top K domains is ρSV CPIN . If SVC operates in buck region,
ρSV C > K

N , thus the DPP converter needs to deliver the
differential power

(
ρSV C − K

N

)
PIN from the top K domains

to the lower N −K domains. When SVC is working in boost
region, ρSV C < K

N , the DPP converter needs to deliver the
differential power

(
K
N − ρSV C

)
PIN in an opposite way. For

both buck and boost regions, the average additional differential
power that an SVC brings to the system is

∆PDPP =

∣∣∣∣ρSV C −
K

N

∣∣∣∣× VINIIN . (3)

Similarly, we normalize the additional differential power to
the total input power:

ρDPP =

∣∣ρSV C − K
N

∣∣VINIIN
VINIIN

= (1−Ks) |1−Mv| . (4)
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Fig. 7. Several circuit implementations of SVC: (a) buck SVC; (b) boost SVC; (c) buck-boost SVC; (d) extra DPP port [33], [34]. The negative terminal of
the input and output ports of the SVC is connected to the negative terminal of the first voltage domain to achieve the maximum benefits.

Fig. 5 plots the relationship between the normalized addi-
tional differential power and the voltage regulation ratio Mv .
In both buck and boost region, ρDPP increases as Mv deviates
one (i.e., gap between VIN and VDPP becomes larger). ρDPP

becomes zero if Mv = 1 (i.e., VIN equals VDPP ). Different
from ρSV C , ρDPP will be lower as Ks increases. As Ks → 1,
the SVC behaves more like a standalone dc-dc regulator, and
the additional power stress reduces.

A normalized total SVC incurred power processing ρtot
(ρtot = ρSV C + ρDPP ) is used as a performance metric
for evaluating the performance of an SVC. A lower ρtot
indicates a lower total power stress and better performance.
If ρtot > 1, the total SVC incurred power processing will be
higher than total input power, and the SVC loses advantages
compared to a standalone dc-dc regulator. Fig. 6 plots ρtot as
a function of Mv . ρtot keeps constant (ρtot = Ks) when SVC
operates in boost region. If SVC works in buck region, ρtot
will increase as Mv decreases (i.e., larger difference between
VIN and VSV C), and it will be larger than one if Mv < 0.5 for
any Ks. If the voltage regulation ratio Mv is larger than 0.5
(Vin < 2VDPP ), the overall SVC incurred power processing
(ρSV C+ρDPP ) is lower than 1, regardless of how the SVC and
DPP are configured (independent from Ks), indicating that a
DPP with SVC can offer better performance than a traditional
DPP architecture with a standalone, fully rated regulation stage
in most operating conditions. Detailed normalized figure-of-
merits for SVC in boost and buck regions are summarized in
Table I.

III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATIONS OF SVC

SVC can be implemented in many different ways with
trade-offs in voltage regulation range, control complexity,
efficiency, and component count. Fig. 7 shows several circuit
implementations of SVC. One can either implement the SVC
as an individual partial power converter (Figs. 7a-7c), or merge
the SVC into the DPP converter as one extra element (Fig. 7d).
Fig. 7a shows a buck SVC which applies to the circumstances
where the input voltage is higher than the string voltage of
DPP systems. In the case where the input voltage is lower,

SVC can be implemented as a boost converter as shown in
Fig. 7b. The buck SVC and boost SVC have a very low
component count, but they can only regulate the input voltage
towards one direction (either up or down).

Fig. 7c is a non-inverting buck-boost SVC that can regulate
the input voltage in both directions. It requires more com-
ponents and more sophisticated control, but it offers a wider
regulation range. Fig. 7d shows an SVC topology implemented
as an extra port of the DPP converter, where the extra DPP
port compensates for the gap between dc bus voltage and
stacked string voltage. Input string current is bypassed through
the DPP converter. It can either step up or step down the
input voltage depending on the designed polarity of the extra
port. Voltage regulation of the extra port can be merged with
the master controller of the DPP converter. For an extra-port
SVC of a fully-coupled DPP converter, the total SVC incurred
power processing is exactly the additional differential power.
The normalized total SVC incurred power for an extra-port
SVC is:

ρtot = ρDPP =
|VIN − VDPP | × IIN

VINIIN
= |1−Mv| . (5)

To compare different SVC topologies, the component load
factor (CLF ) that includes the impacts of component count
and stress is used as an evaluation metric [35], [36]:

CLF =
V ∗I∗

Ptot
. (6)

V ∗ is the maximum blocking voltage of switches or the
ac average voltage of inductors; I∗ is the root-mean-square
(RMS) current value of switches and inductors; Ptot is the total
load power. A lower CLF indicates lower component stress or
better utilization of the components. In buck SVC or boost
SVC (Figs. 7a-7b), the upper and lower switches (S1&S2) are
controlled by two complementary gate signals. As for buck-
boost converter (Fig. 7c), different control methods exist with
trade-offs in driving circuit complexity, inductor size, switch
utilization, and converter efficiency [39], [40]. Discussion of
buck-boost SVC in this paper is based on the assumption
that two switches in each half-bridge are controlled by com-
plementary signals, and the two half-bridges are switching
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SVC TOPOLOGIES AND STANDALONE

DC-DC REGULATORS

Topologies Transistor CLF Inductor CLF Duty Ratio (D)

Buck SVC (
√
D+
√
1−D)Ks

(D−D2)Ks+D2
(1−D)Ks

(1−D)Ks+D
MvKs

MvKs+1−Mv

Boost SVC (
√
D+
√
1−D)Ks

1−(1−D)Ks

(D−D2)Ks
1−(1−D)Ks

MvKs+1−Mv
MvKs

Buck-Boost
SVC

(
√
D+
√
1−D)Ks

(D−2D2)Ks+D2

(1−D)Ks
(1−2D)Ks+D

MvKs
2MvKs+1−Mv

Buck
√

D+
√
1−D

D
1−D Mv

Boost
√

D+
√
1−D

D
1−D 1

Mv

Buck-Boost
√

D+
√
1−D

D(1−D)
1 Mv

1+Mv

oppositely (i.e., S1&S4 or S2&S3 are in phase). Define D as
the duty ratio of S1 in the three SVC topologies. The CLF
of switches and inductors are calculated and compared across
the buck, boost, and buck-boost SVCs. The current ripple is
ignored when calculating the current RMS value; power loss
is not considered so that Ptot = VINIIN . In a buck SVC, the
negative terminal of the input and output ports are connected
to the negative terminal of the Kth domain with voltage as
(1 − Ks)VDPP . To keep the volt-second balancing of the
inductor, the duty cycle of buck SVC should satisfy:

D × [VIN − (1−Ks)VDPP ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
SVC Input Voltage

= KsVDPP︸ ︷︷ ︸
SVC Output Voltage

. (7)

As a result, the duty ratio of the buck SVC is:

D =
MvKs

MvKs + 1−Mv
(8)

In a buck SVC, the blocking voltage of each switch is the SVC
input voltage which can be reorganized as KsVIN

(1−D)Ks+D , and

the RMS currents of S1 and S2 are
√
D
D IIN and

√
1−D
D IIN

respectively, so the transistor CLF of buck SVC is:

Transistor CLF =

KsVIN

(1−D)Ks+D ×
(√

D
D IIN +

√
1−D
D IIN

)
VINIIN

=
(
√
D +

√
1−D)Ks

(D −D2)Ks +D2
.

(9)

The average voltage of the inductor is D(1−D)KsVIN

(1−D)Ks+D , and the
RMS inductor current is IIN

D , so the inductor CLF of buck
SVC is:

Inductor CLF =

D(1−D)KsVIN

(1−D)Ks+D × IIN
D

VINIIN
=

(1−D)Ks

(1−D)Ks +D
.

(10)

The component load factors and required duty ratios for
other SVC topologies are derived and summarized in Table II.
Fig. 8 plots the switch and inductor CLF s of the three SVC
topologies when Ks = 0.5. While the buck-boost SVC has a
wider regulation range than the buck SVC and the boost SVC,
its switch and inductor CLF s are higher in the full regulation
range, as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Transistor and inductor CLF s of different SVC topologies when
Ks = 0.5, plotted as a function of the voltage regulation ratio Mv .

Fig. 9. Transistor and inductor CLF comparison between buck SVC and
conventional buck.

In Table II, the CLF and D of the three topologies
when implemented as conventional buck, boost, and buck-
boost converters are also calculated for comparison. These
conventional dc-dc converters compared here are performing
the same voltage pre-regulation task as the SVC for the DPP
system. Figs. 9–11 plot the switch and inductor CLF s of the
three SVC topologies with different Ks values and plot the
CLF s of their conventional counterparts as references. As
indicated by the figures, for all the three SVC topologies, their
CLF s become closer to their counterparts as Ks increases
from 0 → 1. If Ks = 1, the SVC becomes a standalone
dc-dc regulator, processing full power. For the buck SVC, its
inductor CLF is always the same as the conventional buck
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Fig. 10. Transistor and inductor CLF comparison between boost SVC and
conventional boost. For each Ks, CLF s of boost SVC are plotted only within
the feasible range: Mv <

1
1−Ks

.

Fig. 11. Transistor and inductor CLF comparison between buck-boost SVC
and conventional buck-boost. For each Ks, CLF s of buck-boost SVC are
plotted only within the feasible range: Mv <

1
1−Ks

.

converter, but its switch CLF might be higher when Mv is
low. For the boost SVC, both its transistor and inductor CLF s
are lower than the conventional boost converter in the full
regulation range, implying that its component stress is always
less than its conventional counterpart. As for the buck-boost
SVC, its inductor CLF is always less than the conventional
buck-boost converter, but its transistor CLF might be higher
if Mv is low, similar to the buck SVC. Regulation ratio (Mv)
at the crossing point when transistor CLF of the buck SVC
or buck-boost SVC is equal to its conventional counterpart
is plotted in Fig. 12. To maintain the advantage in terms of
component stress, a buck SVC or buck-boost SVC is suggested

Fig. 12. Regulation ratio (Mv) at the crossing point where transistor CLF s
of the SVC topology and its conventional counterpart are equal. The crossing
point Mv value is not continuous at Ks = 1, where the transistor CLF
curves of the SVC and conventional converter will overlap instead of crossing.

to operate in the condition when Mv is larger than the crossing
point so that the SVC has lower transistor CLF . One can
adjust the number of series domains in the DPP, or change
the configuration of SVC to achieve this goal.

IV. A BUCK SVC FOR A 10-PORT DPP CONVERTER

To validate the SVC concept, a buck SVC is built and
tested with a 10-port ac-coupled DPP converter. The details
of the DPP converter are introduced in [16]. Here we focus
on the impacts of SVC on the DPP operation. Fig. 13 shows
the circuit topology of the buck SVC and the 10-port DPP
converter. Ten voltage domains are connected in series and
fully-coupled by a multi-winding transformer through half-
bridge circuits. The DPP converter functions to balance the
differential power among series loads, making the dc bus
voltage (VDPP ) evenly distributed into ten series-stacked
voltage domains. The buck SVC is attached to the first voltage
domain with the negative terminals of its input and output ports
connected to the negative terminal of the first domain and its
switch node linked to the DPP dc bus through a filter inductor.
By controlling the duty ratio of the buck SVC, the DPP dc bus
voltage can be regulated. Besides input voltage regulation and
partial power processing, the buck SVC offers the following
additional advantages for DPP system operation:

• Soft Start: In a DPP architecture, multiple voltage do-
mains are connected in series to the input side. If the input
voltage has a high slew rate at startup, a small power
unbalance might cause significant voltage overshoot at
some of the series voltage domains, leading to severe
damage to the loads in that voltage domain. By adjusting
the duty ratio, the buck SVC can control the voltage
difference between the input bus and the load, limiting the
load voltage slew rate during startup or input transient.

• Fault Protection: In fault conditions, the buck SVC can
provide fast protection by disabling the upper arm switch
and detaching the DPP loads from the input dc bus as
shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Circuit topology of a buck SVC attached to a 10-port DPP converter.

A. Power Rating Design

As indicated in Section II, voltage regulation ratio of the
buck SVC needs to follow Mv > 0.5, to maintain the total
SVC incurred power processing lower than full load power.
In addition, to keep the buck SVC component stress lower
than a standalone buck converter, Mv should be larger than
the crossing point in Fig. 12, which is Mv > 0.76 for Ks =
0.1 in this design. Considering both the two requirements, the
buck SVC is designed to operate in the regulation range of
0.76 < Mv < 1. Based on the regulation range, we design
the power ratings for the buck SVC and the DPP converter.
Note that the buck SVC may still function when operating out
of this range, but the power rating design for other feasible
regulation ranges can follow the discussions below.

Power ratings of the buck SVC and the DPP converter
should be designed for their maximum processed power in
all operating scenarios. Assume load power of each voltage
domain (Pload,i) is within the range of [0, Pmax]. The power
processed by the buck SVC is

PSV C = ρSV C × PIN = (1− 0.9Mv)×
10∑
i=1

Pload,i. (11)

According to (11), the buck SVC processed power reaches
maximum when all voltage domains consume Pmax, and the
voltage regulation ratio Mv = 0.76. The maximum value is
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Fig. 14. Normalized power rating of the buck SVC and the 10-port DPP
converter. Power ratings are normalized to the maximum system power.

3.16Pmax, so the buck SVC power rating should be larger than
31.6% of the maximum system load power (i.e., 10Pmax).

In Fig. 13, the buck SVC processed power is only delivered
to the first voltage domain, so the power rating requirement for
the first DPP port is different from that of the other nine ports.
In the first voltage domain, the differential power processed
by the DPP converter is

PDPP,1 = PSV C − Pload,1 = ρSV C

10∑
i=1

Pload,i − Pload,1.

(12)
Here, ρSV C ∈ [0.1, 0.316] for Mv ∈ [0.76, 1]. Therefore, the
maximum differential power processed for the first domain is
reached when the first domain consumes zero power and each
of the other nine domains consumes Pmax at the regulation
ratio of Mv = 0.76 (i.e., ρSV C = 0.316). The maximum value
is 2.84Pmax, so the power rating for DPP port #1 should be
larger than 28.4% of the maximum system load power.

As for voltage domains 2∼10, differential power processed
by the DPP converter for each voltage domain is

PDPP,m(m≥2) =
PIN − PSV C

9
− Pload,m

=
1− ρSV C

9

10∑
i=1

Pload,i − Pload,m.
(13)

Different from the first voltage domain, the maximum differ-
ential power processed by the mth (m ≥ 2) voltage domain is
reached when the mth domain consumes Pmax and each of the
other nine domains consumes zero power at Mv = 0.76. The
maximum value is 0.92Pmax, so the power rating for DPP
ports #2∼#10 should be larger than 9.2% of the maximum
system load power. Fig. 14 shows the normalized power
rating requirements for the buck SVC and the 10-port DPP
converter. As shown in the figure, the buck SVC can have a
significantly reduced power rating compared to the maximum
system power. Fig. 14 also indicates that the SVC processed
power delivered to the first voltage domain brings additional
differential power conversion stress to the DPP converter and
increases the power rating requirement for the first DPP port.

B. Control Strategy

In the SVC-DPP architecture, SVC output capacitor and
DPP system input capacitor decouple the dynamics of the
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Φ

Φ

Φ

Fig. 15. Block diagram of an example control strategy which enables precise
DPP string voltage regulation and rapid differential power balancing.

SVC stage and the DPP system, so the buck SVC and the
DPP converter can be controlled separately. Existing voltage
regulation methods for a buck converter can be easily applied
to the buck SVC. Fig. 15 shows one way of implementing the
closed-loop control for the buck SVC. The DPP string voltage
(VDPP ) is regulated by controlling the duty ratio (D) of the
buck stage. According to Table II, the regulated DPP string
voltage can be formulated as a function of VIN and D:

VDPP =
10D

9D + 1
× VIN . (14)

Eq. (14) indicates that the DPP string voltage monotonically
increases as the duty ratio increases. Therefore, a PI feedback
loop can be applied to regulate the DPP string voltage. The
feedback loop adjusts the duty ratio based on the sampled DPP
string voltage as shown in Fig. 15. The 10-port DPP converter
works as a ten-active-bridge converter, and the power flows
among all the ports are controlled by phase-shift modulation.
To balance the voltage of series domains, a distributed phase-
shift control strategy is applied, where an individual feedback
loop is implemented in each domain to control the phase-shift
based on the locally measured voltage [41]. The reference DPP
string voltage is divided by 10 as the reference voltage for
each domain. As shown in Fig. 13, the distributed phase-shift
control strategy for the DPP converter can be implemented as
multiple phase-shift modules synchronized to a central clock.

A SPICE simulation platform is built to validate the control
strategy for the buck SVC and the 10-port DPP converter. In
the simulation, the nominal stacked string voltage of the ten
series voltage domains is 50 V (5 V for each domain), and
the load current of each domain is 5 A. The input dc voltage
range is 50 V to 65 V. The buck SVC needs to compensate for
the difference between the input dc bus and the nominal DPP
string voltage. Fig. 16 shows the simulated voltage waveforms
when the input dc bus voltage ramps up and down between
55 V and 60 V. Both the DPP string voltage and voltage of
each domain can be regulated with less than 5% voltage ripple
at nominal voltages and with a small overshoot during the

Fig. 16. Simulated waveforms of the regulated DPP string voltage and
regulated domain voltages as input bus voltage ramps up and down between
55 V and 60 V. The buck SVC is switching at 500 kHz and the DPP converter
is switching at 100 kHz. Inductance values of LR and Ls as labeled in Fig. 13
are 1.5 µH and 100 nH respectively.

50 V

RDPP
Domain 1

Domain 10

Domain 2
RDPP

RDPP

RSVC

4:1

65 V

1:1  :1

Buck SVC

10-Port DPP

Fig. 17. Equivalent circuit model for Monte Carlo simulation of an SVC-DPP
system. Power losses of the buck SVC and the DPP converter are captured
by effective output resistance, RSV C and RDPP respectively.

transient. Since the SVC power is directly delivered to the first
voltage domain, domain #1 needs to process higher differential
power and has a larger voltage ripple than other domains.

C. Probabilistic Load Distribution and System Efficiency

In the SVC-DPP architecture, power conversion stress and
generated power loss are dependent on the load power distri-
bution across series voltage domains. In practical applications,
however, load power of each voltage domain might randomly
change with time, resulting in unpredictable power distribu-
tions. This subsection presents a numerical method of analyz-
ing the performance of the SVC-DPP system with probabilistic
load distribution based on Monte Carlo simulations.

Fig. 17 shows the equivalent circuit model of a buck SVC
and a fully-coupled 10-port DPP converter. The buck SVC can
be modeled as an ideal transformer with an output resistance
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Fig. 18. Probabilistic distribution of the SVC power and total input power.

Fig. 19. Probability distribution of the differential power processed by each
DPP port. Differential power flow at each port is bidirectional, so its absolute
value is plotted here.

Fig. 20. Probability distribution of the normalized total processed power by
SVC and DPP converters

(
i.e., Total SVC + DPP Processed Power

Total Load Power

)
. In this Monte

Carlo simulation, there is an 84.6% chance that the summed SVC and DPP
processed power is lower than total load power.

RSV C capturing the power loss. The 10-port DPP converter
can be modeled as a 10-winding transformer of uniform
turns ratios and with a RDPP capturing the loss generated
at each port. For a symmetric design, RDPP is identical for
all the ports. A Monte Carlo simulation of 10,000 iterations
is performed based on the circuit model. In the simulation,

Fig. 21. Probability density distribution of the system efficiency when
RDPP = 0.1 Ω and RSV C = 0.04 Ω, 0.08 Ω, and 0.12 Ω respectively.
95% confidence intervals of the three distributions are marked as shaded areas.

TABLE III
MEAN VALUE AND CONFIDENCE INTERVAL OF THE SYSTEM EFFICIENCY

SVC Output Resistance* Mean Value 95% Confidence Interval

RSV C = 0.04 Ω 97.7% [96.6%, 98.6%]
RSV C = 0.08 Ω 96.8% [95.7%, 98.0%]
RSV C = 0.12 Ω 96.0% [94.7%, 97.3%]

* RDPP = 0.1 Ω in all the three cases.

the buck SVC regulates the 65 V input voltage into 50 V
DPP string voltage. The load power of each voltage domain
follows a uniform distribution changing between 1 W∼10 W.
In every iteration, the total input power, SVC processed
power, and the differential power processed at each voltage
domain are recorded. Their statistical distributions are plotted
in Figs. 18 and 19. In Fig. 18, the overall distribution of
the SVC processed power is much lower than that of the
total input power, validating that the SVC has a significantly
reduced power conversion stress compared to a traditional
standalone dc-dc regulator. Fig. 19 plots the distribution of
the differential power processed by each DPP port. In general,
the differential power processed by DPP port #1 is higher
than others, consistent with the conclusions in Section IV-A.
Fig. 20 shows the distribution of the normalized total SVC and
DPP processed power (normalized to the total load power) in
this Monte Carlo simulation, where load power in each domain
is uniformly distributed between 1 W∼10 W. In contrast, a
conventional buck converter that directly steps down 65 V to
5 V will need to process the total load power. Although the
buck SVC increases power stress of the DPP converter, the
buck SVC + DPP converter still processes less power than
that of conventional buck in most of cases. In a well-designed
DPP system where load power has less power variation, the
advantage of the SVC + DPP architecture will be more distinct.

To explore the system efficiency (i.e., Total Load Power
Total Input Power ) of the

SVC-DPP architecture, we calculate the power loss based on
(11) – (13) as well as the modeled output resistance and record
the system efficiency in each simulation iteration. Fig. 21
plots the statistical distributions of the system efficiency when
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+ -

Fig. 22. Prototype of the buck SVC and the 10-port DPP converter in
comparison with a US quarter.

TABLE IV
BILL-OF-MATERIAL OF THE PROTOTYPE

Component & Symbol Description

SVC Half-Bridge Switch, SR DrMOS, LMG5200MOFT
SVC Series Inductor, LR WE-HCM Shielded, 1.5µH
SVC Switching Frequency, fsw 500 kHz

DPP Half-Bridge Switch, S1 ∼ S10 DrMOS, CSD95377Q4M
DPP Blocking Capacitor, C1 ∼ C10 Murata X5R, 100 µF × 3
DPP Series Inductor, Ls1 ∼ Ls10 Coilcraft SLC7649, 100 nH
DPP Switching Frequency, fsw 100 kHz
DPP Transformer Core Ferroxcube, ELP18-3C95
DPP Transformer Winding 2 oz single turn per winding

RDPP = 0.1 Ω and RSV C increases from 0.04 Ω to 0.12 Ω.
Average system efficiencies and 95 % confidence intervals of
the three cases are listed in Table III. As shown in the table,
after RSV C increases by three times, system efficiency still
has over 95% probability to be higher than 94.7%, and its
mean value only drops by 1.7%. Performance analysis of SVC-
DPP systems with various load probabilistic distributions (e.g.,
Gaussian, Poisson, Bernoulli, etc.) and other output resistance
values can follow the analyzing method presented here.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To experimentally validate the analysis, a buck SVC and
a 10-port ac-coupled DPP converter as depicted in Fig. 13
are built and tested. Fig. 22 shows the picture of the buck
SVC and DPP converter prototype in comparison with a U.S.
quarter. The prototype is designed to support ten series voltage
domains with 50 V overall string voltage, and each domain can
supply 5-V loads, such as hard disk drives or LEDs, etc. The
buck SVC operates to regulate 50 V∼65 V input voltage into
50 V for the DPP system. In this input range, according to
(2), the buck SVC only processes 10%∼31% of the overall
load power. Board area of the buck SVC is about 1/4 of
the DPP converter and is comparable to a U.S. quarter, as
shown in Fig. 22. Table IV lists the key component values
and parameters of the prototype. Detailed component volume
breakdown of the prototype is plotted in Fig. 23. Fig. 24 shows
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Fig. 23. Component volume breakdown of buck SVC and DPP converter.

Fig. 24. Picture of an example application. The SVC-DPP is powering a
600-LED screen.
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10-Port
DPP

5 V

5 V

Fig. 25. Power and signal configuration of the LED screen. LEDs in each
voltage domain are controlled by one serial signal delivered from LED
controller through a digital isolator.

an example application, where the SVC-DPP architecture is
powering a 10×60 LED array. The 600 LEDs are evenly
divided into ten groups, and LEDs in each group are connected
in parallel in one 5-V voltage domain. DPP converter is
operated to balance power difference among different LED
groups and maintain stable 5 V for each voltage domain.
Fig. 25 shows the power and signal configuration of the SVC-
DPP system with programmable LED arrays.

Fig. 26 shows the measured steady-state voltage and current
waveforms. Here, the input dc bus voltage is 55 V. The buck
SVC can effectively compensate for the difference between
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VIN (55V)

VDPP (50V)
PWMSVC

IIND

Fig. 26. Measured waveforms of input dc bus voltage, regulated DPP string
voltage, and the gate driving signal and inductor current of the buck SVC.

ΔVDPP

ΔVDomain#1

VIN
55V

60V 60V
55V

Fig. 27. Measured waveforms of DPP string voltage and the voltage of
domain #1 when input voltage ramps up and down between 55 V and 60 V.
Input dc bus voltage is measured in dc coupling; DPP string voltage and the
voltage of domain #1 are measured in ac coupling.

the input voltage and the DPP string voltage, converting 55 V
into 50 V for the DPP system. The duty ratio of the buck SVC
is 50%, consistent with (14). Fig. 27 shows the regulated DPP
string voltage and the voltage of domain #1 during the input
voltage ramping transient. Both the DPP string voltage and
the voltage of domain #1 maintain stable during the transient,
validating the SVC and DPP control strategy.

In SVC-DPP architecture, the DPP converter needs to cope
with both the inherent power mismatch of the series loads and
the power imbalance caused by SVC. The system efficiency
is defined as the total load power divided by the input
power. We first only consider the power imbalance caused by
SVC by assuming identical load power across series voltage
domains. In this case, the system efficiency describes the
average performance of the SVC-DPP system with matched
average domain load powers. The best-case and worst-case
load distributions are discussed later, and the corresponded
system efficiencies are plotted to show the upper and lower
efficiency limits of the SVC-DPP system.

Figs. 28–30 show the efficiency curves and power loss
breakdown in the case of identical domain load powers. Fig. 28
plots the measured SVC converter efficiency, DPP converter
efficiency, and the system efficiency when SVC is converting

Fig. 28. Measured SVC converter efficiency, 1-port-to-9-port DPP converter
efficiency (as defined in [16]) and the system efficiency when SVC converting
55 V input dc bus voltage into 50 V DPP string voltage. The SVC processed
power and the DPP processed differential power are labeled along the curves.
In this case, the maximum SVC processed power is 53.9 W when the hot
spot temperature reaches 90 °C under 110 CFM airflow. Efficiency results are
measured with electronic load.

SVC Loss DPP Loss

0.834W

0.382W

 Conduction loss 
(77%)

Switching loss
(2.4%)

Inductor 

ac  dc loss
(15.6%)

Transformer 
core loss
(41%)

Switching loss
(7%)

 Conduction loss 
(52%)

Deadtime loss
(5%)

Fig. 29. Power loss breakdown of SVC and DPP converter at 100 W
system load power. The labeled conduction loss for SVC converter covers
all resistive paths except for inductor winding wire, whose loss is included
in inductor ac and dc loss. For DPP converter, the labeled conduction loss
covers all resistive paths. Based on the manufacturer’s core loss calculation
tool (Coilcraft Inductor Analyzer), the DPP inductor (Coilcraft SLC7649S-
100nH) core loss at this operating point is negligible and is not included in
the graph.

55 V input voltage into 50 V DPP string voltage. Losses
of control and auxiliary circuits are not included here. In
the figure, the SVC processed power and the DPP processed
differential power are labeled along the curves, and both
of them are only a small portion of the total load power,
leading to significantly improved system efficiency. As shown
in Fig. 28, the maximum SVC processed power at 55 V
input voltage is 53.9 W, indicating over 290 W system power
according to (2). In Fig. 28, the peak converter efficiency of
the buck SVC and DPP converter (measured in the 1-port-to-
9-port power delivery case) is around 95%, but the efficiency
of the full SVC-DPP system can be much higher, achieving
98.8% peak efficiency at around 80 W load power while losing
less than 1 W. Detailed power loss breakdown when SVC
converting 55 V to 50 V for the DPP system with 100 W load
power is plotted in Fig. 29. In this case, the majority power loss
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Fig. 30. System efficiency when converting input dc bus voltage from 55 V,
60 V, 65 V into 50 V for DPP system with identical domain load powers.
The peak system efficiencies are 98.8%, 97.9%, and 96.9%, respectively.

of the system is the conduction loss. Fig. 30 plots the system
efficiency of different input voltages in the case of identical
domain load powers. When the input voltage increases, the
voltage regulation ratio Mv decreases. As indicated by Figs. 4
and 5, the power processed by the buck SVC and the DPP
converter will increase as Mv decreases, yielding higher loss
and lower system efficiency.

To examine the best-case and worst-case load distributions
for the system efficiency, both the inherent power mismatch
of series loads and power imbalance caused by SVC need
to be considered. As indicated by (2), the SVC processed
power ratio (ρSV C) only depends on Mv and Ks. Therefore,
in a specific SVC-DPP system (i.e., when Mv and Ks are
fixed), SVC processed power and its generated power loss
will be determined by the total load power regardless of
load distribution. The impacts of load distributions on the
total power loss and system efficiency lie in the differential
power processing. Fig. 31 shows the load distribution for the
best-case and worst-case system efficiencies when SVC is
regulating 55 V input voltage to 50 V DPP string voltage.
Denote the total load power as Ptot, then the SVC processed
power is fixed as 2

11Ptot, which is directly delivered to the first
voltage domain. In the best-case load distribution, domain #1
consumes 2

11Ptot, and each one of domain #2∼#10 consumes
1
11Ptot, as shown in Fig. 31a. In this case, power of each
domain is balanced, so the DPP converter doesn’t need to
deliver differential power and total power loss is minimized.
It is noticeable in Fig. 31a that the best-case load distribution
of an SVC-DPP system is different from a conventional DPP
system due to the power imbalance caused by SVC. In the
worst-case load distribution, domain #1 consumes zero power
and one of domain #2∼#10 consumes Ptot. Fig. 31b shows
one example of the worst-case load distribution, where the
total processed differential power and generated power loss
are maximal. Fig 32 plots the system efficiency in the best-
case and worst-case load distributions. System efficiency curve
of any other load distribution will be located in the between.
As shown in the figure, the peak system efficiency in the best
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Fig. 31. Load distributions of: (a) best-case system efficiency; (b) worst-case
system efficiency. The buck SVC is converting 55 V input voltage into 50 V
DPP string voltage.

Fig. 32. System efficiency in the best-case and the worst-case load distribu-
tions. The buck SVC is converting 55 V input voltage into 50 V DPP string
voltage.

case reaches 99% and even the worst-case system efficiency
can reach 92.3%. In a well-designed DPP system, however,
the worst-case load distribution rarely happens.

In summary, the SVC leverages the partial power processing
concept and only compensates for the voltage difference
between the input voltage and the DPP string voltage. The
DPP converter only processes the differential power among
the series-stacked voltage domains and inherits natural voltage
step-down. An SVC may induce additional power conversion
stress to the DPP, and the system should be jointly optimized
to achieve optimal performance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the analysis and design of the series
voltage compensator for differential power processing. Com-
pared to a standalone dc-dc regulator, the SVC only processes
a small fraction of the total load power but may introduce
additional stress to the DPP system. A theoretical framework
is developed to compare the summation of both the SVC
processed power and the additional power conversion stress
that SVC brings to the DPP converter to a traditional DPP
architecture with a standalone pre-regulator. The operating
conditions in which the total SVC incurred power processing is
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less than total load power are identified. Several SVC topolo-
gies are compared based on their component load factors. A
buck SVC converter is designed and applied to a 10-port DPP
converter. In addition to improved efficiency and reduced size,
the SVC also enables soft-start and fault protection of the DPP
system. The theoretical analysis is verified by Monte Carlo
simulations in SPICE. Experimental results show that the SVC
can effectively regulate the DPP bus voltage with minimum
impact on the DPP performance.
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